[Impact of prenatal corpus callosum agenesis diagnosis on pregnancy outcome. Evaluation of 155 cases between 2000 and 2006].
The purpose of this study was to investigate the changes between 2000 and 2006 in pregnancy outcome when a diagnosis of either isolated or associated fetal corpus callosum agenesis (CCA) was made, given that beginning in 2003, the information provided to couples facing this problem related a good prognosis in nearly 80 % of cases of isolated CCA and a poor prognosis in 20 % of cases. We retrospectively analyzed all pregnancies with a fetal diagnosis of CCA between 2000 and 2006 (n=155) and compared two periods: the first group from 2000 to June 2003, the second from July 2003 to 2006. For each group, we analyzed the type of CCA during pregnancy - either isolated or associated - and the outcome of pregnancy. We compared the rate of pregnancy termination before and after 2003 and analyzed the accuracy of the prenatal CCA diagnosis. Of the 155 patients studied, 62 terminated the pregnancy. The overall rate of termination decreased from 31/70 to 31/85. When CCA was said to be isolated prenatally, the rate of pregnancy termination fell from 13/35 to 9/44 (-17 %) (p<0.05). Nine diagnoses of CCA were corrected after birth or by postmortem examination. Improvement of prenatal diagnosis requires better quality of prenatal screening, with a more systematic study of dysmorphic features, a study of correlations between the type of CCA and the neurological prognosis, and more genetic studies.